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The Overland Mountain Bike Club (Overland) is a rapidly growing organization dedicated to 
improving the conditions for mountain biking across the Northern Front Range of Colorado and 
Wyoming.  Working to improve trails over this broad geographic area is one of Overland’s highest 
priorities.  The club maintains a very active Trails Committee that annually facilitates a volunteer 
trailbuilding event with each of Overland’s partner land managing agencies and supports training 
opportunities for the broader trail community.

With so many opportunities for trail improvement projects, setting Overland’s priorities has 
become more challenging.  The Committee has determined that a plan, reviewed and approved by 
the Board and informed by opinions from partner agencies and the public, is the best organizational 
tool for maintaining clear focus on attaining the Club’s goals relative to trails.  Over the Fall and 
Winter of 2012/2013, the Committee and a facilitator worked together, with partner agencies, and 
the public to determine the organization’s opportunities and constraints related to trails in the 
region, develop priorities to guide Overland Trail Committee relationships, and set a 10-year vision 
for mountain biking trails in the Northern Front Range.

The goals expressed in this Overland Trail Vision Plan, include: 
• Regional trail development and enhancement, 
• Improvements in trail connectivity across agency boundaries, 
• Increased training and involvement in trail projects, and 
• More effective partnerships.  

This Vision Plan will be the foundation for achieving Overland’s long-term trails goals, but is flexible 
enough to respond to new opportunities and agency/organizational timing relative to planned 
projects.

Analyzing the Vision Plan internally and with partners revealed numerous synergies and new 
opportunities.  These have been catalogued in the Trail Vision Plan as an initial list of partnership 
opportunities that is quite large and diverse.  These numerous opportunities to develop new trail 
systems, reduce natural resource impacts, and connect multiple conserved properties through 
trails will require Overland to optimize organizational resources to meet its objectives.  From trail 
planning and design through fundraising and ultimately implementation, Overland is committed to 
playing a leading role in the development of a large, interconnected regional trail plan that provides 
diverse, high quality trails in a variety of settings that serve the area’s population and visitors with 
meaningful, sustainable outdoor enjoyment.
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In the Fall of 2012, Kay-Linn Enterprises was contracted to assist the Overland’s Trail Committee in 
creating a plan to direct its activities.  With a broad geographic range, a large number of land 
managing agencies, and consistent turnover in Committee members, the Trail Vision Plan is 
intended to address the interests of the club membership, greater trails community, and agency 
partners in a range of potential endeavors.

Kay-Linn met with the Trails Committee on multiple occasions to facilitate ideas and conversation 
regarding the most appropriate directions to take Overland’s human and capital resources.  Trails 
Committee members brought partner agencies into the discussion to explain the Trail Vision Plan’s 
objectives and broaden the range of projects and ideas considered, obtain a better understanding 
of particular agency objectives, and begin to create an ongoing dialogue on collaborative 
opportunities.

A flyer and on-line survey were developed, posted on Overland’s website for three months, and 
distributed around the Northern Front Range at trailheads, bicycle, outdoor, and other high-traffic 
establishments frequented by avid trail users.  The survey received more than 400 unique 
responses.

In early 2013 the Trails Committee formalized general five-year goals to ensure an effective and 
functional committee and to set sideboards on the content of the Trail Vision Plan.  Broadly, these 
goals include:

1. Developing a vision for trails that sets priorities, enhances focus on key projects, and guides 
Overland

2. Engaging as an active partner in trail maintenance, trail reroutes, and new trail development
3. Facilitating additional trail workshops and training opportunities
4. Maintaining and improving relationships with land managing agencies
5. Improving communication with stakeholders

The development of the Trail Vision Plan has focused on integrating Trail Committee ideas, agency-
provided opportunities, and public desires expressed through the on-line survey and personal 
communication into Goals, Benchmarks, and potential projects that could satisfy those ideals.  This 
is an organizational and operational document.  It is not a blueprint, but can help to set projects in 
motion and increase momentum.  This document is not a regional trail plan, but helps inform a 
regional planning endeavor as to possibilities, desires, and support.
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Survey respondents (total of 445 unique) strongly agreed that trails 1) promote a high quality of life 
and healthy lifestyle (95.7%), 2) are central to recreation in the Northern Front Range (83.4%), and 
3) connect people with nature (85.7%).  Respondents also agreed that trails 1) are an important 
piece of addressing childhood obesity (58.4%), 2) provide an important venue for learning about the 
region’s ecology and natural resources (54.0%), and 3) play a significant role in area economies 
(55.8%).

Respondents to the survey can be classified as avid trail users, with 91% of respondents using 
trails at least once per week.  While many trail users have a preferred mode of recreation, few only 
actively participate in one outdoor activity, gauged by participation more than four times each year.  
Of this survey’s respondents the highest participation occurred in hiking (88.4%), followed by 
mountain biking (85.5%), road biking (70.0%), camping (56.4%), trail running (47.3%), downhill 
mountain biking (29.1%), backpacking (28.9%), and fishing (23.6%).  All other activities saw 
participation levels by less than 20% of respondents.

These respondents are generally satisfied with natural surface trails in the region with the highest 
levels of satisfaction related to: 1.) trailhead facilities, 2.) access to trails, 3.) protection of natural 
resources, and 4.) safety on and around trails.  

These active recreationists are seeking, just as are land managing agencies, a higher level of 
functionality in trails-related recreation in the region.  Their lowest levels of satisfaction (ranked by 
responses of somewhat satisfied to very dissatisfied) relate to the relative lack of: 

1. Connectivity of trails (79.8%) 
2. Long-distance trail opportunities (78.2%)
3. Amount/Mileage of Trails (71.7%)
4. Family-friendly trails (65.7%)
5. Very challenging trails (62.6%)

As could be expected from avid trail users, there is support for multiple avenues for capital 
improvements for trails, with approximately 50% willing to support trails through donation to a trail-
supporting non-profit received the highest support, followed by trail use fees, lodging/food/
beverage taxes, and bond referenda.  Only 6% of respondents would not be willing to pay in any 
manner for improved trail facilities.  Respondents held similar opinions regarding volunteering their 
own time to improve trails.  39% stated they would be willing to volunteer 8-24 hours of time and 
36% willing to spend 4-8 hours.  20% are willing to spend more than 24 hours of their time and 
just 5% are not willing to volunteer. 
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Overland Mountain Bike Club has grown quickly over the last number of years.  Rebranding, 
developing sustainable programmatic revenue, and expanding its geographical focal area, the club 
now has a wealth of opportunities.  While each opportunity seized will provide benefits to mountain 
biking and trail recreation in the region, the club must optimize choices with capacity, strategy, and 
leadership.  

Based on local knowledge, limited site assessment, and discussions with Overland Trail Committee 
and agency staff, the following represent defined opportunities for Overland.

1. Education- The level of trail development knowledge in the northern Front Range is uneven.  
Relative to the miles of trails in the region, the number of trained volunteers is quite low.  
Unifying the base of knowledge between agency staff, different interest groups, and volunteer 
stewards through a deliberate education program could have numerous positive outcomes, 
including increasing the gross number of volunteers, decreasing the “load” on seasoned 
volunteers/staff by increasing volunteer numbers and crew leaders, and improving the quality and 
depth of partnerships

2. Non-Governmental Position- Overland’s increased capacity makes it a fluid partner and voice for 
trails.  The club has the ability to leverage funding for high-priority projects, lead communication 
across agency, citizen, and business sectors, and collaborate in a progressive and efficient 
manner.  Because this status has been successfully developed incrementally over time with a 
number of partners, the autonomy of Overland’s position has a basis in trust and shared history.

3. Regional Planning Outlook- Mountain bike opportunities serve a region, rather than a 
neighborhood.  Connectivity and co-planning across management boundaries are challenging.  
Population growth in the northern Front Range is projected for the smaller communities with 
greatest access to Interstate 25.  As conservation and recreation planning take shape in small 
communities or are revisited with larger agencies, Overland’s regional outlook can help 
productively shape mountain bike opportunities.  Sharing successful templates and representing 
an organized voice for the mountain biking community, the club can help meet developing needs 
within and across boundaries.

4. Signature Projects- Opportunities exist within each agency/municipality to develop forward-
thinking projects.  Comprehensive trail realignments for sustainability, trail connectivity across 
agency boundaries, and management agreements that increase stewardship opportunities can all 
set positive precedents and become Overland “Signature Projects”.  These concrete examples of 
best practices make replication on other trails a much more practical matter, and the value of 
Overland’s leadership more tangible to the public and partners.

 
5. New Partnerships/Ideas- Overland’s success in so many different arenas (citizen patrol, trail 

stewardship, events, etc.) make it a proven collaborator.  This reputation can open doors in new 
locations and with new partners.
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Overland Mountain Bike Club is currently an all-volunteer organization.  Internal planning, logistics, 
and implementation of complex projects is challenging, and Overland leaders are limited in both time 
and availability.  External partners also have limits in capacity or process that can hinder project 
implementation.  Optimizing resources and pathways to success is paramount in creating a Trail 
Vision that is feasible over the next ten years.

Based upon broad partnership development experience, as well as discussions with Overland 
leaders and agency staff, the following represent the largest impediments to the club in realizing its 
Vision:

1.  Internal Capacity- Overland’s volunteer leaders are operating at capacity with the current slate of 
endeavors.  Additional projects run the risk of quality control or logistics issues.  Building capacity 
is a deliberate process that involves systems creation, leadership development, and outreach.  As 
this organizational growth is managed, there may be opportunities that Overland has to pass on.  
As new leaders and more volunteers are developed, the scope of Overland’s partnerships should 
expand accordingly.

2. Agency Perceived Capacity- Agencies and municipalities are driven by a mission and a set of 
processes that serve to best meet the needs of that mission.  Long-range and individual project 
planning is typically driven by perceived in-house staff capacity and funding.  While leveraging 
external resources and collaboration are appreciated, these partnerships take agency resources to 
manage and they are not often drivers for project development.   The end result is an artificially 
low bar between agencies and their potential partners, usually couched in economic or procedural 
hurdles.

3. Looking Backward- Reminiscing of “how it used to be” or rehashing of “what we’ve always 
done” allows little opportunity for improvement.  Planning for a more efficient future of trail 
management, progressively meeting the needs of mountain bikers in the northern Front Range, 
and building the capacity of Overland Mountain Bike Club all depend upon a future-oriented 
decision making process.  Overland has the potential to shape planning and discussions in a 
similar manner outside its organization, insisting on collaboration, adaptive management, and 
bringing community together around trails rather than forming self-interested factions.

4. Population Pressure- Regional population growth is heavily influenced by the professional sector 
and the services and quality of life available in the northern Front Range.  This growth will result 
in:greater distance from existing trails for a larger percentage of the population, many more 
mountain bikers, and residents in general, on the area’s trails , and conservation/recreation 
development challenges. Overland’s traditional focal areas may become, at the same time, more 
difficult to manage for  sustainable, enjoyable riding and less pertinent to a greater percentage of 
the riding population.
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Overland Mountain Bike Club’s Trail Committee endeavors to help mold a model, regional  trail 
system across the Northern Front Range that improves quality of life, supports community 
economic vitality, and enhances natural resource-based tourism opportunities.  Specifically, the 
Committee envisions:

• Goal 1: A regional trail system that provides ample and diverse opportunities with enhanced 
recreational quality and environmental sustainability,

• Goal 2: Broad connectivity across agency boundaries to open more trail opportunities, better 
disperse use, and place more regional residents closer to natural surface trails open to 
mountain biking,

• Goal 3: Develop a large, regional, professionally trained volunteer trail stewardship database, 
communication portal, and supplies to support an increased stewardship calendar, and

• Goal 4: Regional trail/recreation professionals with the highest level of training and support 
from Overland on planning, advocacy, and funding fronts.

The Committee intends to achieve this Vision over the next ten years and understands that such 
broad and encompassing changes cannot be realized without significant operational efficiencies 
within Overland, more collaborative relationships with agencies, and enhanced/leveraged public and 
private support for trail improvements.  

The Committee desires to employ the contents of this Trail Vision Plan as a set of basic objectives 
and benchmarks to maintain organizational focus, set partnership priorities, and communicate the 
desires of the Overland membership and mountain biking community as a whole.  

In the following pages, each Goal is broken down into Objectives and Benchmarks in meeting those 
Objectives.  The Benchmarks are further broken down by estimates of time each will take to meet 
after initiation.  Short-term benchmarks can be achieved in 1-2 years, Intermediate-term benchmarks 
in 3-5 years, and long-term benchmarks in 6-10 years.  

Based on feedback from agencies and Overland, potential projects are listed to demonstrate 
opportunities that are currently present and related to each Benchmark.  These potential projects 
should not necessarily become the Trails Committee’s “work plan” as club/agency capacity, timing, 
and funding will be determined on an annual basis.  
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GOAL 1:   A regional trail system that provides ample and diverse opportunities 
with enhanced recreational quality and environmental sustainability.
  

Objective 1.1: Improve the recreational quality of trail systems in the Northern Front Range 

Benchmark Description Timeline

1.1.1 Formalize Overland desires for diversity (i.e. general difficulty 
level, distance, location relative to trailhead and population, 
and construction specifications) in trail system development 
and retrofits to assist in guiding stewardship priorities

Short-Term

1.1.2 Present partners with tangible ideas related to a) 
incorporating mountain bike-preferred trail and/or feature 
integration into or adjacent to trails, b) where those concepts 
are and are not appropriate in shared-use trail situations, and 
c) additional maintenance or risk management burdens and 
minimization strategies

Short-Term

1.1.3 Work in partnership to develop a new model, shared-use trail 
system that incorporates these ideas and desires

Long-Term

  
  
Objective 1.2: Develop challenging trails and/or bike park facilities throughout the region that 
encourage skills development in a designed, sustainable manner

Benchmark Description Timeline

1.2.1 Provide sustainability/risk management best practices 
regarding challenging mountain bike trails/facilities to agency 
partners

Short-Term

1.2.2 Formalize an agreement with a partner to develop or improve 
a challenging, single direction downhill or flow trail

Intermediate-Term

1.2.3 Formalize an agreement with a partner to retrofit an existing, 
but eroding, cross country trail into a challenging experience

Intermediate-Term
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Objective 1.3: Develop improved family-friendly/beginner trails that introduce new visitors to 
conservation lands and provide them with stewardship, etiquette, and skills/preparedness 
opportunities.

Benchmark Description Timeline

1.3.1 Identify locations for family-friendly/beginner shared-use 
singletrack (<4’ wide), prioritized by access to residential 
populations

Short-Term

1.3.2 Formalize an agreement with a partner to develop 2 model 
trails that is designed to introduce new users to natural 
surface trail systems

Intermediate-Term

1.3.3 Formalize an agreement with a partner to develop 2 
mountain bike-focused park facilities focused on skills 
development and community stewardship

Intermediate-Term

Potential Projects/Locations For Trail Development Goals:

• Chimney Hollow Open Space (1.1.3, Larimer County)

• Hermit Park Open Space/Campground (1.1.3, Larimer County)

• Belvoir Ranch (1.1.3, Cheyenne Parks)

• North Cheyenne City Park (1.2.2 & 1.3.1, Cheyenne Parks)

• Horsetooth Mountain Open Space backcountry (1.2.3, Larimer County)

• Youngs/Hewletts Gulch reclamation (1.2.3, US Forest Service)

• Municipal Parks Dept. (1.3.2 and 1.3.3, multiple)
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GOAL 2:  Broad connectivity across agency boundaries to open more trail 
opportunities, better disperse use, and place more regional residents closer to 
natural surface trails open to mountain biking
  

Objective 2.1: Leverage existing trail systems to increase trail opportunities 

Benchmark Description Timeline

2.1.1 Support efforts to connect trails between protected lands Short-Term

2.1.2 Assist in the development one major connecting trail 
between frontcountry existing or new trails/trails systems

Intermediate-Term

2.1.3 Assist in the development one major connecting trail 
between backcountry existing or new trails/trails systems

Long-Term

  

  
Potential Projects/Locations For Trail Connectivity Goals:

• Chimney Hollow to Carter Lake Open Space (2..1.2)

• Bobcat Ridge to USFS to Carter Lake  (2.1.2)

• Fort Collins to Lory State Park  (2.1.2)

• Beaver Meadows Ski Area  (2.1.3)

• Red Feather Lakes connectivity and road-to-trail conversion (2.1.3)
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GOAL 3: Develop a large, regional, professionally trained volunteer trail 
stewardship database, communication portal, and supplies to support an 
increased stewardship calendar
  

Objective 3.1: Work with Agency and trails support to increase the capacity of trail stewardship 
volunteers across the region 

Benchmark Description Timeline

3.1.1 Develop two annual training weekends for volunteers and 
provide incentives for new Overland members to assist with 
stewardship events and broadcast a trail work schedule early 
in the calendar year

Short-Term

3.1.2 Actively reach out to the greater trails community to train 
additional volunteers

Intermediate-Term

3.1.3 Increase the Overland trail tool cache to handle 100 workers Intermediate-Term

3.1.4 Add 10 new trained crew leaders annually over ten years Long-Term

3.1.5 Create an Overland database of at least 25 active crew 
leaders and 250 active trail stewardship volunteers

Long-Term

  

  
Potential Projects/Locations For Volunteer Capacity Goals:

• Lory State Park bi-annual stewardship training (3.1.1)

• VOC and/or professional Crew Leader training events in region (3.1.2, 3.1.4)

• Budgeting for annual tool supply purchase (3.1.3)

• Overland Train-The-Trainer program (3.1.4)
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GOAL 4: Regional trail/recreation professionals with the highest level of training 
and support from Overland on planning, advocacy, and funding fronts
  

Objective 4.1: Increase activities directly related to supporting Agency partners in improved trail 
development 

Benchmark Description Timeline

4.1.1 Facilitate trails training opportunities for regional agency staff Short-Term

4.1.2 Actively seek funding for the development of a Northern 
Front Range Regional Trail Plan that will include a resource-
grade inventory of system trails,  field-level assessment of 
new trail development, natural resource restoration, and 
connectivity projects highlighted throughout this plan

Short-Term

4.1.3 Develop a calendar of agency master planning and maintain 
an active presence at all public input sessions, supporting the 
development of sustainable, shared-use trails

Intermediate-Term

4.1.4 Create a revolving fund of $35,000 to facilitate grant-funded 
trail projects

Intermediate-Term

  

  
Potential Projects/Locations For Partner Support Goals:

• Annual land manager trails training and information sharing program at Lory 
State Park (4.1.1)

• GOCO Planning Grant for a regional mapping and assessment of trail 
sustainability and connectivity (4.1.2)

• National Forest Foundation Grant for the redevelopment of Youngs/Hewletts 
Gulch trails (4.1.4)
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S U R V E Y  R E S U L T S  C O M P A R I S O N

Concurrent with the Overland survey (445 unique responses), a regional Colorado survey was 
conducted by RRC Associates on behalf of the Our Lands, Our Future initiative of Larimer County 
and its associated municipalities.  The Our Lands, Our Future survey received 922 unique responses 
from a total of 7,500 individual, randomly sampled survey invitations.  The respondents from the Our 
Lands, Our Future survey were statistically older and less diverse than the overall measured 
population demographics of the region.  Additionally, 54% of Our Lands, Our Future respondents 
were only somewhat or not at all familiar with natural areas in the region, largely a result of 
respondent age and/or distance from protected natural areas.

54% of the Our Lands, Our Future respondents’ visited natural areas less than once per month on 
average, whereas 91% of Overland respondents indicated using trails once a week.  Overland 
respondents can be accurately described as trail enthusiasts, with respondents’ quarterly 
participation totals of nearly 50% of the total sample for hiking, mountain biking, road biking, 
camping, and trail running, a statistic that is roughly mirrors the the Our Lands, Our Future 
respondents.

33% of Our Lands, Our Future responses indicated a desire for more facilities for walking, hiking, 
and running on natural surfaces, while 71.7% of Overland responses were only somewhat satisfied 
in the amount/mileage of trails in the region.  Connectivity was also an area where improvement was 
desired, with 73% of Our Lands, Our Future respondents indicating this as the highest priority for 
land conservation, compared with 66.8% of Overland responders feeling only somewhat satisfied by 
regional trail connectivity.  

The Our Lands, Our Future survey responses state a trend toward a greater management emphasis 
desired for increased recreation (31%) rather than more preservation/protection (24%) of public 
lands, but an overall balance between both management facets (45%). This trend is further 
magnified from a management standpoint in that a similar survey by the region completed in 2001 
did not even ask respondents if investments should be made in trail facilities.
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